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C. J. D. ROBERTS: Babbage’s First Difference Engine 
D. SWADE: The Construction of Babbage’s Second Difference Engine 
A. BROMLEY: Babbage’s Analytical Engine 
0. I. FRANKSEN: Babbage’s Cryptography 
Financial help was received from the London Mathematical Society and the Royal Society, and for 
the play from the Association of Computing Machinery. The talk by Swade dealt with the recent 
completion of Difference Engine No. 2, which was formally inaugurated at the Science Museum in 
London on 27 June. 
The International Conference on the History of Mathematics 
and Education in History of Mathematics 
Baotou, Inner Mongolia, The People’s Republic of China, August 9-14, 1991 
By Frank J. Swetz 
The Pennsylvania State University, Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057 
This conference was held under the sponsorship of the Institute for the History of Science, Inner 
Mongolia Normal University, and organized by its Director, Li Di, and his staff. More than 50 presenta- 
tionsweregiveneitherasplenarylecturesorascontributions tooneoffivesymposia: TheCulturalHistory 
of Mathematics; Education in the History of Mathematics; Euclid’s Elements; History of Mathematics in 
the World; and History of Mathematics of China. The plenary lectures were as follows: 
BAI SHANGSHU (Beijing): The Chinese Names for [Euclid’s] Elements and Resulting Problems 
I. SCHNEIDER (Munich): The History of Mathematics: Its Aims, Effects and Forecasts 
LING HONGSHUN (Guijang): The Study on the Mathematical History of the Shui Nationalities 
G. AUJAC (Toulouse): The Text Book on Spherics in Antiquity and the Middle Ages 
J. FRIBERG (Goteberg): Traces of Babylonian Mathematics in Diophantus’ Arithmetica 
M. R. WILLIAMS (Calgary): The EDVAC: Success and Failure in an Early Computer Design 
F. SWETZ (Harrisburg): Why Research the History of Mathematics? 
Some principal symposium presentations were: 
K. YOKOCHI (Tokyo): Cultural History of a Drawing Method and Its Meaning for Mathematics 
Education 
LI DI (Huhhot): The Literary Problems in the Mathematical Works of the Ming Dynasty in China 
K. D. GRAF (Berlin): Powerful Means in Mathematics and Computer Science Education: Mathematical, 
Logical, Mechanical and Other Roots of Computer Science in History 
CAI WEI (Lanzhou): From the Sunzi Arithmetic Classic to the Dunhuang Arithmetic Classics 
Guo SHIRONG (Huhhot): The Role of Mathematics to Agriculture in Ancient Times 
MO DE (Huhhot): The Development of Geometrical Thinking Before Euclid 
WEI BAOHUA (Huhhot): A Primary Study of Wu-Jing San-Shu 
SUWADY SEDEN AND SARENTUYA (Tongliao): The Earliest Mongol Work on Trigonometry-the Eight 
Lines Table 
FENG LISHENG (Huhhot): On the Origins of Magic Squares in Ancient China 
